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1. Introduction

First and foremost, the authors wish to thank the reviewers for their time,

their careful review, and their appreciation of the work. We are most grateful

for the insightful comments, which we have addressed thoroughly below and in

the revised paper. We hope this will satisfy the reviewers.

2. Reviewer 1

Below we reply to every point brought by this reviewer. The corresponding

changes are highlighted in blue in the revised manuscript; changes that address

a comment common to both reviewers are shown in orange.

Comment 1. In Figure 1, please provide some explanation for the discrep-

ancy in the two experimental measurements of tangential force coefficient near

theta=90 degrees for tsr=2 and near 135 degrees for tsr=4.5. In the prior case,

the error bars in the measurements do not overlap, which casts doubt on these

data and confused at least this reader.
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As stated by the author of the experiment in their conclusions [1]: “the

load determination method is unreliable at this position, since the blade is in

deep stall. The momentum was not conserved, what creates large variations

on the loads for the different contours, resulting in an error on the mean load

value. This azimuth position can not be used for comparisons in tangential

direction.” However, we agree with the reviewer that the non overlapping, large

error bars are confusing, and a comment on the validity of experimental data at

these specific angular position could be done. The following modification will be

brought to the text: “The experimental points hint at a stall happening later on

the upstream stretch, around 90◦, and more abruptly than for the simulation;

we report here that the authors of the experiment advised to use circumspection

for the Fn data at 135◦ and clearly question the validity of their results for Ft

through the whole rotation. We nevertheless confront our simulations to all

their results in Fig. 1.”

Comment 2. Please provide the Reynolds number for the VAWT flow that

is being studied. There should also be some discussion on the state of the ini-

tial shear layers and tip vortices. Are these expected to be initially laminar

or turbulent, based on the flow Reynolds number? Is the SFS model active

in the early wake shear layers/vortices? Are these initial flow structures in a

transitional regime, and if so, how much confidence do you have in the ability

of the LES model to correctly predict transition from an initially laminar to

turbulent state? Might this affect some of the behavior of the wake instability

and subsequent breakdown?

We agree with the reviewer to say that the original text contained only little

information about the transition to turbulence.

• The Reynolds number based on the chord of the blades and on the tangen-

tial velocity U = ωR amounts to Re = 4.0 105. In that regime, we would
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expect the boundary layers to be transitional or turbulent, and thus the

shear layers to rapidly grow turbulent downstream of the blades. The

resolution of the current simulations and the current implementation of

the lifting line in the Vortex Particle Mesh method do not allow to cap-

ture fine scale perturbations within the shed vortical structures; only the

”larger scales” of the shed vortex sheets are captured, in the form of span-

wise and streamwise vorticity components due to the spatial and temporal

variations of lift. These vortex sheets are thus generated in a laminar way;

they are however sensitive to core size instabilities: starting or end effects

due to temporal variations, internal waves (Kelvin modes),...

We have added a mention of the blade Reynolds number and a brief con-

textual remark about the limitations of the lifting line approach in the

section concerning the lifting lines: “We note that all these methods are

not able to capture the sub grid scale structure of the actually shed struc-

tures.”

• Our Sub-Grid Scale (SGS) model is actually acting on the small resolved

scales of the flow following the complete-small Reduced Variational Model

(RVM) implementation. This means that turbulence modeling is acting

on the shed structures directly behind the blade, albeit in a very controlled

fashion, and thus does not dissipate them too quickly.

• Although the initial flow structure are shed in a laminar like manner, we

do believe that our simulations correctly capture the transition to a fully

developed turbulent wake. The above-mentioned lacking internal pertur-

bations have no effect on the large-scale trajectories of the vortices, which

are precisely governing the vortex-vortex interactions and reconnections.

As they generally occur between vortices of different intensities, these

events are very intense and produce a great amount of stretching, actually

overwhelming the generation of small scales and turbulence.

As the interactions are more frequent at the corner of the wake, the tran-

sition to turbulence is propagating from those regions to the rest of the
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wake, what we meant to say when writing: “As a direct consequence,

the turbulent regions of the wake grow from the corners and the wake

only reaches a fully turbulent state once these regions have merged.” We

propose the following modification to clarify the relation between vortex

interactions and transition: “In this kind of event, the stronger vortex

distorts the weaker one, leading to intense stretching, enstrophy produc-

tion, and the propagation of disturbances along the vortex cores therefore

bringing an overwhelming contribution to the transition to turbulence.”

See also answer to comment 6 of Reviewer 2.

In conclusion, we do not think that the absence of an accurate prediction

of the shear layer transition will affect the behavior of wake decay. The wake

instabilities, and more generally the wake dynamics, are governed by the cir-

culation of the vortices which we do capture. This dictates the growth rate

of instabilities (at least, to the leading order). Nevertheless, we are currently

considering the improvement of our lifting line model to also capture the shear

layers originating from the blades. A more thorough analysis of the influence of

the shear layers on the transition mechanisms will then be possible.

Comment 3. Related to the previous point, does Figure 6 show the resolved

TKE, or total TKE (resolved+modeled)?

Figure 6 shows resolved TKE only; this is now mentioned in the caption.

Comment 4. In paragraph 10, Page 12, there is a discussion on the possible

presence of mean streamwise vortices through investigation of the velocity and

TKE fields. Why not look at the streamwise vorticity field directly?

Mean streamwise vorticity field is difficult to interpret because of the nearly

perfectly periodic behavior of that quantity in the wake. Even with converged
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statistics, we observe seemingly noisy patches of axial vorticity of opposite signs,

with no clear conclusion to be drawn regarding the dominating streamwise com-

ponent (see Fig. 1 for example). We now have included such plots and added a

short discussion in the text at the end of the discussion of averaged flow quan-

tities: The mean streamwise vorticity at three transverse slices is shown in Fig.

X. Even though the statistics are converged, the near-perfect periodicity of the

flow leads to a pattern of positive and negative patches, signatures of the advec-

tion of tip vortices shed on the upstream and downstream parts of the rotation,

respectively. The dominant streamwise vorticity is thus difficult to identify in

the near-wake but large scale structures can be identified further downstream,

also thanks to the induced deformation of the wake.
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Figure 1: H-type VAWT with AR = 1.5: mean streamwise vorticity ω̄/(U∞/L).
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3. Reviewer 2

Below we reply to every point brought by this reviewer. The correspond-

ing changes are highlighted in green in the revised manuscript; changes that

addressed a comment common to both reviewers are shown in orange.

Comment 1. The title of the paper as a sub-title: “from the blade aerody-

namics to the very far wake”. The actuator/lifting line method does not present

detail at chord level; therefore, although the model is suitable for blade scale

aerodynamics, the current formulation of the title is not accurate. The analysis

is limited to eight diameters downstream, for which the reference to “very far

wake” is not accurate. I suggest revising the title.

We partially agree with the reviewer on that comment. On the first remark,

we totally agree: the lifting line model does not represent detailed aerodynamics

and therefore, the original title of the manuscript can be misleading. On the

second remark, however, we disagree. Our results and analyses entail features

up to as far as 15 diameters downstream. Regarding most of today’s literature

concerning VAWT, this can be considered as “very far wake”.

We consider that the formulation “blade scale aerodynamics”, suggested by

the reviewer, is more suitable to our method; we propose to go even further

with the completely unambiguous: “airfoil performance”,

Therefore, we would change from the original title to: “Vortex Particle-Mesh

simulations of Vertical Axis Wind Turbine flows: from the airfoil performance

to the very far wake”

Comment 2. Abstract: the authors mention very long distances?. I suggest a

more precise characterization, as for example, up to 8 diameters downstream?.
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In line with our answer to the previous comment, we consider consider the

following modification: “The complex wake development is captured in details

and up to 15 diameters downstream: [...]”

Comment 3. P5, fig 1 and its discussion, it is stated that for TSR=4.5, the

results compare well with experiments, although Fn is clearly underpredicted.

This is true and we are grateful to the reviewer for this remark. The discrep-

ancy is in fact quite visible at high TSR: the machine is then more loaded and

the visited angles of attack are in a smaller range than in the low TSR case.

We attribute it to the curvature of the relative flow, which is not sensed by the

standard lifting line method, but which in reality tends to increase the loading

of the blade [2]. In our comparison with Castelein’s experiment [1], flow cur-

vature was not taken into account nor modeled. Such a correction is not very

complicated to add and it was in fact introduced in our lifting line model in later

simulations of the Castelein VAWT. We had not reported on this correction in

the original manuscript due to format constraints. The correction, for a VAWT,

consists in virtually increasing the angle of attack of the blade by an amount

which we compute using the radius of the turbine, the chord of the blade and

thin profile theory considerations.

In the new version of the manuscript, we add results with curvature cor-

rection in the Validation section, which do confirm our suspicion above and

dramatically improves our results. A paragraph has been added in the section

devoted to the lifting line: The standard lifting line and the actuator line tech-

niques are not able to capture flow curvature effects. Indeed, if the flow relative

to the blade is curved, as it is the case here for a blade in rotation through es-

sentially straight streamlines, the airfoil behaves as an airfoil with an additional

camber [3, 4]. We consider a blade with a chord c tangentially positioned at a

radius R for its quarter-chord position, this additional camber can be modeled

in a straightforward manner by pitching the blade inwards by an angle α0 =
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arctan ((1 − cos(β/2))/ sin(β/2)) where β = arctan(c/2R) + arctan(c/2R). In

the validation section below (Sec 3.1), we verify the positive effect of such a

correction.

The following discussion has been added in the validation section: We re-

port on VPM simulations with and without a curvature correction, which here

amounts to a inward pitch α0 = 1.72◦. This correction appears to bring a

notable improvement of the results particularly for the moderate TSR: the ex-

plored angles of attack are indeed smaller than at low TSR.

Finally, we make clear that the production simulations of sections 3.2, 3.3

etc. do not include this correction: Simulations of these sections were run with-

out the curvature correction investigated above (or equivalently, the simulated

corresponds to a machine with a blade pitched outwards by α0 = 1.65◦).

Comment 4. P7, the maximum angle of attack are not at θ = 90 and 270

degrees

The maximum angle of attack are in the vicinity of θ = 90 and 270 de-

grees. “The tip vortices are the strongest in the vicinity of the upstream- and

downstream-most positions of the blades (around θ = 90◦ and 270◦) where the

blades operate at their maximum angle of attack.”

Comment 5. P9, “At the design TSR, the blade exploits the delayed stall at

its most:” – please explain what this means.

What we meant is that in this regime (at the design TSR), there is an

optimum between the delay on the circulation development and the occurence

of airfoil (deep) stall. Here is the qualitative explanation of the trade off. Due to

dynamic stall, the maximum angle of attack, circulation and thus normal force
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occur after the passage of the maximum of geometric angle of attack (θ = 90◦

and 270◦), and this benefit is increasing as long as the TSR decreases. However,

decreasing the TSR also means increasing the max value of the AoA. At some

point, leading edge vortex shedding will occur (which is here beneficial), but the

lower the TSR, the sooner it will appear, and so the shorter the delay before

the circulation drops (after the leading edge vortex passage). This phenomenon

can be observed in Figure 3b, which shows the normal force (and thus the

circulation) drop dramatically just before 90◦. We note that the drop location

is in agreement with the expected behavior of the Dynamic Stall model and

parameters.

We consider the addition of the following clarification: “At the design TSR,

the blade exploits the delayed stall at its most: its circulation keeps increas-

ing, well past θ = 90◦, and then smoothly decreases. This is explained by two

phenomena: (1) the airfoil experiences the highest delay in the circulation de-

velopment (beneficial in this case as it widens the extent of torque production

by the blade); (2) the leading edge vortex does not introduce a sharp drop in

circulation yet (which clearly happens at lower TSR, see Fig.3b).”

Comment 6. P9, “this mechanism, most visible in fig 4a, is well known in

vortex dynamics and had already been identified on aircraft wakes.” I suggest

a figure where you highlight this event. It is a too complex process for a reader

to follow form this short description.

We propose the addition of the figure here labeled 2, to illustrate the vortex

interactions.

Comment 7. P9, “One needs to add additional terms to enforce an outflow

conditions for this otherwise clipped vorticity field; the present study does pre-

cisely that by enforcing a normal outflow velocity through its Fourier-based
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Figure 2: Vortex interactions are visible on the side of the wake, here illustrated in the area

behind the bottom left corner of the VAWT, at successive times. The turbine is on the right,

and the velocity is directed to the left.

solver.? This explanation is not clear. a. The comparison with the work of

Scheurich uses TSR as a term of comparison; wouldn’t loading be a more rel-

evant term? The strength of the tip vortex is dependent also on the airfoil

used; are these comparable? b. Other authors have used free wake vortex fila-

ment models, and have seen the same effect of inboard motion. How does this

hold with the suggestion that a term should be added to the FFT solution in a

meshed domain?”

This meant to say that, contrarily to other methods like free vortex filaments

methods, the outflow conditions does not simply consist in clipping the vorticity.

In our case, outflow boundary conditions are applied on the velocity field at the

outflow plane. In the present case, these specific conditions are chosen so that

the velocity field at the outflow plane is purely normal.

• We agree with the reviewer that the loading is a relevant parameter for

comparison. Initially, we were expecting that, the loading being so closely
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linked with TSR, we wouldn’t be too far from Scheurich’s loading by using

the same TSR.

• The airfoil used is the same as for Scheurich’s experiment. More precisely,

we are using the very same Dynamic Stall model with the same coefficients.

However, in the present simulations, the pitching angle was not adapted

in order to take into account an effect of curvature of the relative flow

(see answer to comment 3) and it is not clear whether Scheurich et al. are

doing it too. This generates an uncertainty with respect to the loading of

the blade as a function of the TSR, which points toward the Reviewer’s

previous remark.

• Our concern with respect to the work of Scheurich was that the size of his

domain could be sufficiently small so that the clipping performed at the

outflow could significantly influence the velocity field at the turbine. This

was one possible explanation of the discrepancy between the velocity fields.

With a longer domain and the presence of the normal outflow conditions,

our simulation is more accurate in this respect.

Withstanding the remark of the reviewer, though, other factors influencing

the loading of the blade could explain the difference between the velocity

fields.

Definitely, a new comparison based on a case at the same loading would be

an improvement. The effect of curvature correction should also be sorted out.

Comment 8. P10, “The number of blades also has a strong influence; the

two-bladed machine of Section 3.1 exhibits such vortex-blade collisions, in spite

of its high loading.” How does this relationship work?

The purpose of this first study was not to investigate in details the influence

of the number of turbine blades. However, it is clear that it plays a major role
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in the geometry of the wake. To answer the Reviewer’s comment, a detailed

analysis of the interaction of the shed vortex sheet with the downstream blade

and the different kinds of vortex interactions in this configuration should be

performed.

Comment 9. P11, For the discussion about figure 6, to get a better insight

into the mechanism of turbulence creation in the wake corners, would it maybe

be valuable to add an impression from the side as well? Then it is easier to see

what happens in the corners.

Data required to build statistics in that plane were not collected. We may

only refer to 3D views to get insights into the mechanisms of turbulence cre-

ation in the wake corners: we can then refer to the discussion above on vortex

reconnections and also Fig.2 of the present document.

Comment 10. P12,“The deformation of the velocity deficit clearly hints at

the presence of mean streamwise vortices along the corners of the wake, a clear

departure from a HAWT wake” This is only true for a HAWT subject to axial

flow, but certainly not for inclined inflow for which a lateral force component is

apparent (which is in practice always the case).

We totally agree with the reviewer and consider the following correction:

“[...] a clear departure from a HAWT wake with no sideslip angle.”

Comment 11. P12, “. . ., which makes the use of a pointwise velocity deficit

unsuitable.” - suggestion -Which makes the definition of a velocity deficit profile

based upon a single characteristic point unsuitable.
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This Reviewer’s comment makes the sentence clearer. We agree with the

suggestion of correction, except that we consider to adapt the term “profile”

which could be misleading in that context. Therefore, the following correction

will be brought: “[...] which makes the definition of a velocity deficit evolution

based upon a single characteristic point unsuitable.”

Comment 12. P13, The value of S1, due to continuity equation, should always

be zero, except for the fact that Uinf is corrected to the local velocity outside

of the wake, which is larger than Uinf. Please explain the use of S1, and its

modified application.

The Reviewer’s comment holds for a situation with no-through flow condi-

tions imposed at some finite distance in the transverse directions, i.e. imposing

a blockage. This would be the case for a wind tunnel test, and we agree that,

in that case, S1 must asymptotically go to zero. However, in our simulations,

there is a leakage flow through the boundary on the sides, which is permitted by

the unbounded conditions of our velocity solver. Thus, the mass flow rate at the

inflow of our simulation domain may be different from the mass flow rate at the

outflow. Therefore, it is not that surprising that the value of S1 does not tend

to 0 in our analyses, because of the transversal component of the velocity on

the side boundaries. For the very same reason, the velocity which is recovered

outside of the wake is exactly U∞ and must not be corrected.

Finally, the authors had introduced S1 in a parallel with a displacement

thickness, as a means to measure how fast the wake decays in terms of velocity

deficit.

Comment 13. P13, maybe add a reference for the x/D ∼ 50 statement? And

probably a discussion about the decay laws for HAWTS, in practice these seem
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to deviate significantly from bluff-body flow rules in case of turbulent inflow.

References to that statement can be found in [5] (pp.151) and also in [6].

It is valid for bluff bodies, indeed. We agree that a thorough comparison with

observed HAWT wake decay laws is an interesting avenue for future work. In-

deed, as noted by the Reviewer, it was shown by [7] that, although the velocity

deficit behind a HAWT without inflow turbulence behaves similarly to what’s

observed behind bluff bodies (i.e. a pointwise velocity deficit in x−2/3), it’s not

the case with a turbulent inflow (where the bluff body theory would expect the

pointwise velocity deficit to behave like x−1).

To extend a bit our discussion on the asymptotic behavior of the wake (with-

out going into details), we propose adding to the original text: “The decay

observed for x/D > 5 for most of the configurations does however hint at a

power-law-like behavior. For HAWTs, it has been observed that the decay de-

viates significantly from the bluff body behavior in the presence of a turbulence

inflow [7]; similarly, it will be interesting to assess the sensitivity of VAWT wake

decay with respect the turbulence intensity.”
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